[Fast visual categorization and speed of processing in migraine].
It has been suggested that the visual cortex of migraine sufferers is hypersensitive. To test this hypothesis, we compared the speed of visual processing in eight migraine patients (including three with aura) and nine controls performing two categorisation tasks of different complexity. In the complex task developed by Thorpe et al. (1996), subjects had to detect the presence of animals in briefly presented photographs (20 ms). The speed of visual processing was measured by the latency of the differential cerebral activity that appears around 150 ms between target and non-target trials. In the simple task, subjects performed a square/circle categorisation. All subjects were faster (445 ms/497 ms) with a higher rate of success (97%/91%) in the simple task. But in both tasks, the behavioural performance and the associated evoked potentials did not show any difference suggesting a cortical hypersensitivity in migraine sufferers.